News

Warehouse Logistics Hand in Hand

At the LogiMAT 2016 in Stuttgart TIM CONSULT presents the advantages of cooperation based on partnership.
LogiMAT, the International Trade Fair for Distribution,
Materials Handling and Information Flow, sets new
standards as the biggest annual intralogistics exhibition in Europe.
Between 8 and 10 March 2016 international exhibitors
and decision-makers from industry, trade and the service sector will be coming together at the new exhibition
centre at Stuttgart Airport to find new business partners.
The focus will be on innovative products, solutions and
systems for procurement, warehouse, production and
distribution logistics.

efficiency and scalability and offer a reliable foundation
for investment decisions.

Under the motto “warehouse logistics hand in hand”
we will demonstrate that not only know-how and experience but also a cooperation based on partnership
with clients are important prerequisites for successful
consultancy projects. Logistics requirements and the
need for improvements are as manifold and individual as the companies themselves. TIM CONSULT deals
with the clients’ needs. Cooperation is characterised by
listening, thinking and support, even beyond the remit of the original assignment.

TIM CONSULT at the LogiMAT 2016
Hall 5, booth 5A05

At the LogiMAT 2016 TIM CONSULT will demonstrate
its understanding of “Hand in Hand”.
Process optimisations, a new WMS or maybe a new
warehouse site – the experts will present in brief, how
they handle consultancy projects and what clients can
expect from them. With the help of last years’ customer projects they will prove that their approaches
pass the field test at any time.

Do you need cooperative support for your
warehouse logistics projects?
We will be pleased to meet you at the LogiMAT 2016.
To arrange an appointment please contact Kristin Kain,
phone +49 (0)621 150 448-70,
e-mail: k.kain@timconsult.de.

„Hand in Hand“ means for the consultancy, that clients
receive a clearly structured and transparent itinerary
of the ‘common journey’. The main emphasis is on the
clients’ objectives. Generally these are capacity adjustments due to growth or different market demands. Process optimisations, cost reductions and service improvements are all taken into account in all projects.
In some cases a warehouse audit fulfills the needs,
in other cases a re-engineering project is advisable. If
needed TIM CONSULT accompanies the whole journey
to an innovative distribution centre – from strategy, conception, detailed planning, tendering, contracting and
implementation to a successful go-live. The intralogistic
experts offer tailor-made solutions which are based on
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